American Moulded Classics
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Mosaic

ocky Ridge’s bricks combine the
best of old-world beauty with today’s
innovative computer technology.
Although fired in a modern
computer-controlled kiln, the bricks
are formed by methods that are similar
to centuries-old brick making. Like
artisans of colonial times, bricks are
formed by placing soft mud into sanded
wood moulds. The sand not only
provides the final brick color but also is
used to release the clay from the mould.
The end result is a distinctive brick that
provides a unique warmth and depth
to any building exterior.
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Machine-Moulded Styles

Modular Pavers (all shown are modular size: 2¼" x 3⅝" x 7⅝")

(all shown are modular size: 2¼" x 3⅝" x 7⅝")
BAYSHORE – RR020

CAMEO – FULL RANGE – RR120

CAMEO – RR125

CHARLCOTE – RR140

PRINCE CHARLES – RR145

ESSEX – RR210

KING WILLIAM – RR410

MIDDLE PLANTATION – RR415

MILVA – RR455

MOSAIC – RR440

RUSTIQUE – RR550

BAYSHORE – RR020

CHARLCOTE – RR140

KING WILLIAM – RR410

MIDDLE PLANTATION – RR415

MOSAIC– RR440

RUSTIQUE– RR550

ROYAL PLUM – FULL RANGE – RR750

ROYAL PLUM - RR755

QUEEN ANNE – RR710

Rocky Ridge’s moulded pavers are available in two different sizes. The above styles (except for Charlcote
and Rustique) are available in both modular (2 ¼ ” x 3 ⅝ ” x 7 ⅝ ” ) and 4x8 (2 ¼" x 4 " x 8 " ).
BAVARIAN – RR730

ROYAL PLUM – FULL RANGE – RR750

ROYAL PLUM – RR755

Baby Roman Pavers
(all shown are: 1⅝" x 3⅝" x 7⅝")
BAYSHORE – RR020

CHARLCOTE – RR140

Rocky Ridge’s moulded products are available in two different sizes and two different textures. Most styles
are available in both modular (2¼" x 3⅝" x 7⅝" ) and oversize (2 ¾" x 3 ⅝" x 7 ⅝" ). Either the
traditional machine moulded texture or the more distinctive antique texture is available on most products.

Antique Moulded Styles

KING WILLIAM –

RR410

MOSAIC – RR440

(all shown are oversize: 2¾" x 3⅝" x 7⅝")
ANTIQUE BAYSHORE – RR020

ANTIQUE CHARLCOTE – RR140

ANTIQUE KING WILLIAM –

RR410

ANTIQUE OLD ABBEY – RR551

ROYAL PLUM – FULL RANGE – RR750

ANTIQUE QUAKER – RR650

ANTIQUE BAVARIAN– RR730

ANTIQUE ROYAL PLUM – FULL RANGE – RR750

King William
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edland Brick’s
Rocky Ridge Moulded
Brick Plant has a rich
history that dates back
to the 19th century.
Rocky Ridge’s roots go
back to the 1800's when
Baltimore area brick
plants were supplying
brick to all of the major
East Coast cities. Today,
the plant’s bricks are
used by designers,
architects, and
homeowners to capture
the warm, traditional appearance
that only wood mould products
can provide.
Rocky Ridge’s wide array of classic
colors and unique moulded texture
provides the aesthetic charm
and the long-lasting beauty that
homeowners demand.

Rocky Ridge Plant
9801 Rocky Ridge Road
Rocky Ridge, MD 21778
800-366-BRICK
www.RedlandBrick.com

Bayshore

